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Niimbot B21 portable label printer (cream)
 The Nimbot B21 portable label printer will work well in the store, at home or at work. It requires no ink and allows you to print several
labels per second. It is equipped with a 1200 mAh battery, which translates into a long working time. Operation of the device is facilitated
by an app, and Bluetooth 4.0 is responsible for a fast and stable connection. In addition, you will find a roll in the kit, which is enough to
print 230 labels.
  
 
Useful for everyday use
 The Niimbot thermal printer will find its use in various situations. You will use it at home to label spices or food containers. The B12 will
also prove useful in the store for labeling products with EAN codes, printing prices and best-before dates, or for creating QR codes.
  
 
Dedicated app
 To start using the printer, download the dedicated Niimbot app - it is compatible with Android and iOS. From it you can design labels,
customize the font, amount of content, etc. It allows you to print barcodes, QR codes, Excel table or time and date. It also supports serial
printing, scan or emoticons and voice input. The possibilities are almost endless!
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User-friendly
 Niimbot B21 is a thermal printer, which means that no ink is required for its operation. It comes with a roll of labels, which is enough to
print 230 pieces. In addition, the product supports regular thermal paper, for example, that for a cash register or payment terminal (you
just need to change the type of paper via the app). The B21 is also equipped with a 1200 mAh lithium battery, and charging it will be
facilitated by the included USB-A to USB-C cable.
  
 
Included
 printer USB-A to USB-C cable 50 x 30 mm label roll (enough for 230 pcs) instruction manual     Manufacturer Niimbot  Model B21  Color
cream  Weight 299 g  Dimensions 130 x 94 x 61 mm  Width of the roll 20-50 mm  Rechargeable battery lithium  Rechargeable battery
capacity 1200 mAh  Charging time 3-4 h  Power 4 dBm  Input voltage 5 V DC, 1A  Charging port USB-C  Operating temperature 5°C~40°C
 Resolution 203 dpi  Type thermal  Wireless connection Bluetooth 4.0    

Preço:

€ 71.50

Escritório, Others
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